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GRIN Verlag Okt 2013, 2013. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. 210x148x1 mm. This item is printed
on demand - Print on Demand Neuware - Essay from the year 2007 in the subject English Literature, Works, grade: A, The Open University, language: English, abstract: Following French
Symbolism and Decadence movements, the late 19th century bore witness to the rise of
Aestheticism, defined and promoted by authors such as Théophile Gautier, Walter Pater and Oscar
Wilde. As put forward by Pater , life consists of nothing more than 'impressions, images (and)
sensations' and literature was to maximize these 'flickering' moments. Influenced by Gautier and
Pater, Wilde declared in his famous preface to The Picture of Dorian Gray that 'all art is quite
useless' , denying that there was such a thing as an 'immoral' book and condemning utilitarianism
in literature. While he acknowledged that 'the moral life of man forms part of the subject-matter of
the artist', he rigidly opposed the opinion put forward by writers such as Orwell that all art is
simultaneously propaganda. Nevertheless, the aforementioned preface was not only written as a
reaction against Victorian literature, but also being written a year after the first publication of the
book,...
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Reviews
This book is definitely worth buying. This really is for all who statte there had not been a worthy of studying. You will not sense monotony at at any moment
of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Mr . Ma r tin B a umba ch
A whole new eBook with a new point of view. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am delighted to explain how this is actually the
finest book i have read through during my very own life and could be he best publication for at any time.
-- Sca r lett Str a cke
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